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ABSTRACT
contourlet transform feature techniques for digital watermarking is proposed in this paper, now a day’s
watermarking technique is powerful technique for security of copyright by hiding information, the input image is
partitioned with different features are the combination of anisotropy and directionality using contourlet transform. In
contourlet transform the image is decomposed with the help of laplacian pyramid and directional filter bank. In
laplacian pyramid highest features are taken using low pass filter. After that given watermark image is inserted in
low content part of the decomposed image. Band pass filter can be extract in noise image from the output image,
based on contourlet transform can gives better PSNR and MSE as compared to existing techniques.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the developments in digital technology have resulted in explosion in the use of digital media products
such as image, audio and video. This raises, however, security concerns due to digital multimedia products high
vulnerability to the illegal copying, distribution, manipulation, and other attacks. The digital watermarking systems,
in literature, have been developed to remedy these security threats. In order to be effective storage of medical
information and patent information, it is required to apply digital watermark [1][2] , it must be robust and secure,
easy to recoverable from a document. This paper deals with the reversible watermarking technique is proposed with
minimal image distortion the watermark image is recovered from the image using the unaltered components. In
image watermarking, the authentication information is embedded in to the image, later it is extracted to define the
copy-rights of the author [1]. Most of the watermarking techniques modify or distort the host image in order to
embed the authentication information. Except telemedicine, all other image applications can tolerate the loss of
image fidelity as long as the original and modified images are perceptually similar. In medical imaging applications,
there are stringent constraints on image fidelity that strictly prohibit any permanent image distortion by the
Watermarking. The following section is having information of different medical image watermarking techniques
described in section 2, proposed watermarking technique in section 3, section 4 describes the results, concluding
remarks are given in the section 6.

II. MEDICAL IMAGEWATERMARKING TECHNIQUES
Medical image watermarking has not been the subject of as much research as generic image watermarking, however
some methods have been designed that are specifically tailored for medical images. These methods are briefly
reviewed here, with particular focus on the perceptual degradation caused to images. Each method is categorized in
according to robustness, namely fragile, robust or semi-fragile. Fragile watermarking methods are designed such
that the watermark is easily destroyed if the watermarked image is manipulated in the slightest manner. These
methods generally cause the least perceptual degradation in images and are primarily used for image authentication.
Fragile watermarks are often capable of localization, and are used to determine where modifications were made to
an image. Traditional methods embed checksums or pseudorandom sequences in the Least Significant Bit (LSB)
plane [2]. More recent work has employed increasingly sophisticated embedding techniques such as cryptographic
hash functions [1]. Fragile invertible authentication schemes have been proposed for medical images, whereby a
watermark can be removed from a watermarked image, and the exact original image results .Another medical
imagewatermarking system embeds information in bit planes, which results in watermarked images with very low
normalized root mean square errors

(NRMSEs), indicating that the watermark is practically invisible . A watermark that is embedded in the high
frequency regions of an image has also been proposed, which also resulted in low NRMSEs .Robust watermarks are
designed to resist attempts to remove or destroy the watermark [3]. They are used primarily for copyright protection
and content tracking. Many traditional robust methods are spreadspectrum, whereby the watermark is spread over a
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wide range of image frequencies [2]. More recent work includes the creation of imageadaptive watermarks, where
parameters change depending on local image characteristics . A number of robust medical image watermarking
systems have been developed. For example one system uses a spread spectrum technique to encode copyright and
patient information in images [4]. Another embeds a watermark in a spiral fashion around the Region of Interest
(ROI) of an image [5]. Any image tampering that occurs will severely degrade the image quality. The Gabor
transform has also been applied to hide information in medical images [6]. One observation that is generally
applicable to robust systems is the greater the robustness of the watermark, the lower the image quality. Semi-fragile
watermarks combine the properties of both fragile and robust watermarks. Like fragile methods, they are capable of
localizing regions of an image that are authentic and those that have been altered. Like bust methods, they can
tolerate

some degree of change to the watermarked image (for example, quantization noise from lossy compression). Recent
work in the area includes embedding a heavily quantized version of the raw image in the image, embedding key-
dependent random patterns in blocks of the image, wavelet embedding, and embedding multiple watermarks.
Recently, much emphasis has been placed on semi-fragile medical image watermarking. This paper presents a new
method where color medical image is watermarked such that the perceptual degradation of the medical image is very
less than compare to the previous techniques.

III. PROPOSED SCHEME
RGB color space is highly correlated and is not suitable for watermarking applications. Except of the lue channel, it
is used by some researchers because of its low sensitivity to human perception; the intensity value of blue plane
pixel is represented using 8 bits. The proposed scheme relies on binary stream of intensity of pixel to define space
for embedding the watermark bits. We used the redundancy in binary stream of a pixel to achieve high embedding
capacity. The bit values of pixel are used to match with the watermark bits. The matched locations of pixel are
stored into two arrays. Later, these arrays are used to extract the watermark bits. Thus, our scheme produces zero
distorted watermarked images

A) Watermarking procedure:

Let us consider the blue plane of the image is consider as in the given matrix form for watermarking procedure the
intensity values of the pixels are represented in the form of 8 bit’s in binary form, compare the corresponding
location of the watermarking bits with the host image binary location, write the location of the bits in two different
arrays by using those two arrays we can recover the watermark. The watermarking procedure is illustrated by using
the given example. Consider I is the Host matrix where the watermark get insert, W is the watermark binary image.
For storing the location two keys are used as key1 and key2.

B) Watermark embedding block diagram:

Fig 1 : Original image
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Fig 2: DFB extraction image

C) Watermark embedding Algorithm:

1) Step1 I= Host image with size AxB size, W= Watermark Image with pxq size, Key1, key2

2) Step2 If I (I,j) is the corresponding host image pixel convert it into Binary format

3) Step3 Collect successive pixels of W

4) Step4 Compare the successive pixels of W with binary represented Host Pixel

5) Step5 Find the location where successive pixels of the W appear as Key-1

6) Step 6 if the successive pixels are not located Key-2 value is stored as the decimal representation of Successive
pixels

D) Watermark Extraction:

Key-1 and Key-2 are used for extraction of the Water mark image from the host image. Key-1 have the information
regarding the location of successive pixels in the Image I, Key 2 gives the information of the key regarding not
appearing of the pixel location.

E) Watermark Extraction Algorithm:

Fig3 : Decoposition image
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Fig 4 : directional iamge in frequency doamin

IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
Experiments are performed on five color medical images to verify the proposed method. These five images are
represented by 110x110 host image and a logo binary image of 64x64 image is used for Watermarking operation.
The proposed algorithm is developed by using MATLAB

Figure4: original image
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Figure 5: watermarked image. image

V. CONCLUSIONS
Contourlet transform feature techniques for Digital watermarking is is proposed in this paper. The input image is
partitioned with different features are the combination of anisotropy and directionality using contourlet transform. In
contourlet transform the image is decomposed with the help of laplacian pyramid and directional filter bank. In
laplacian pyramid highest features are taken using low pass filter. After that given watermark image is inserted in
low content part of the decomposed image. Band pass filter can be extract in noise image from the output image,
based on contourlet transform can gives better PSNR and MSE as compared to existing techniques.
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